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Real Exam Questions! 100% 2V0-622 Exam Pass Guaranteed! 1.|2017 New 2V0-622 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 375Q&As

Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/2v0-622.html 2.|2017 New 2V0-622 Exam Questions & Answers Download:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNNFdlZ0tXeVFSWGM?usp=sharing  QUESTION 41An administrator is

assigning a user the Content Library administrator role. The user will only be creating the library for a single vCenter Server.What is

the lowest level of the permission heirarchy that this role can be granted to the user and still allow them to create a Content Library?

A.    GlobalB.    Datacenter FolderC.    Virtual CenterD.    Datacenter Answer: A QUESTION 42A user notifies an administrator

that Content Libraries are not visible.What is a possible solution? A.    Assign the user the read-only role at the global permission

level.B.    Assign the user the read-only role at the vCenter Server root level.C.    Assign the user the read-only role at the vCenter

Server data center level.D.    Assign the user the read-only role at the vCenter Server cluster level. Answer: A QUESTION 43When

a Content Library is deleted, what happens to the files contained on the backing storage? A.    The files will be unchanged.B.    The

files will be deleted.C.    The files will remain and be marked as orphaned.D.    The containing folder will be marked as orphaned.

Answer: B QUESTION 44Which three connection types are supported between a remote site and vCloud Air? (Choose three.) A.   

Secure Internet ConnectivityB.    Private ConnectC.    Direct ConnectD.    Internet ConnectivityE.    Secure VPN Answer: ACE

QUESTION 45An administrator subscribes to the vCloud Air Disaster Recovery service.Which replicated objects can be directly

monitored and managed? A.    Virtual machine SnapshotsB.    vAppsC.    Virtual machinesD.    ESXi Hosts Answer: C QUESTION

46Refer to the Exhibit. An administrator is adding an Active Directory over LDAP Identity Source for vCenter Single Sign-On, as

indicated in the Exhibit. What is the correct value to configure for the Domain alias? A.    The domain's NetBIOS name.B.    The

fully qualified domain name.C.    vsphere.localD.    A user defined label. Answer: A QUESTION 47Refer to the Exhibit. An

administrator is changing the settings on a vSphere Distributed Switch (vDS). During this process, the ESXi Management IP address

is set to an address which can no longer communicate with the vCenter Server. What is the most likely outcome of this action? A.   

The host will disconnect from the vCenter Server and remain disconnected.B.    The host will automatically detect the

communication issue and revert the change.C.    The host will stay connected with the change, but show an alert.D.    The host will

disconnect and migrate the vDS portgroup to a standard switch. Answer: B QUESTION 48Which secondary Private VLAN

(PVLAN) type can communicate and send packets to an Isolated PVLAN? A.    CommunityB.    IsolatedC.    PromiscuousD.   

Primary Answer: C QUESTION 49Which three traffic types can be configured for dedicated VMkernel adapters? (Choose three.) A.

   Discovery trafficB.    vMotion trafficC.    vSphere Replication NFC trafficD.    Provisioning trafficE.    vSphere Custom traffic

Answer: BCD QUESTION 50What are two limitations of Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP) on a vSphere Distributed

Switch? (Choose two.) A.    IP Hash load balancing is not a supported Teaming Policy.B.    Software iSCSI multipathing is not

compatible.C.    Link Status Network failover detection must be disabled.D.    It does not support configuration through Host

Profiles. Answer: BD  !!!RECOMMEND!!!  1.|2017 New 2V0-622 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 375Q&As Download:

https://www.braindump2go.com/2v0-622.html 2.|2017 New 2V0-622 Study Guide Video: YouTube Video: 

YouTube.com/watch?v=xkKQ3L8H1Wk
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